Preliminary Local Storm Report...Summary
National Weather Service Albany NY
917 PM EDT Tue Jul 02 2013

..TIME...     ..EVENT...     ..CITY LOCATION...     ..LAT.LON...
..DATE...     ..MAG....     ..COUNTY LOCATION..ST..     ..SOURCE....
..REMARKS..

0721 PM     FLASH FLOOD     BALLSTON SPA         43.01N  73.85W
07/02/2013    SARATOGA       NY   AMATEUR RADIO
SARATOGA AVENUE AT UNION STREET CLOSED DUE TO FLASH FLOODING.

0731 PM     FLASH FLOOD     SARATOGA SPRINGS      43.07N  73.78W
07/02/2013    SARATOGA       NY   WNYT
MANHOLE COVERS SPILLING OVER WITH 6 INCHES OF WATER DUE TO FLASH FLOODING.

0745 PM     FLASH FLOOD     ROCK CITY FALLS       43.06N  73.92W
07/02/2013    SARATOGA       NY   NWS EMPLOYEE
PARKHURST ROAD WASHED OUT DUE TO FLASH FLOODING.

0745 PM     FLASH FLOOD     SARATOGA SPRINGS      43.07N  73.78W
07/02/2013    SARATOGA       NY   FACEBOOK
CAROLINE STREET CLOSED DUE TO FLASH FLOODING.

0745 PM     FLASH FLOOD     SARATOGA SPRINGS      43.07N  73.78W
07/02/2013    SARATOGA       NY   FACEBOOK
CLINTON STREET CLOSED DUE TO FLASH FLOODING.

0805 PM     FLASH FLOOD     QUAKER SPRINGS        43.04N  73.64W
07/02/2013    SARATOGA       NY   NWS EMPLOYEE
FITCH ROAD WASHED OUT DUE TO FLASH FLOODING.

0809 PM     FLASH FLOOD     SARATOGA SPRINGS      43.07N  73.78W
07/02/2013    SARATOGA       NY   FACEBOOK
VICHY ROAD CLOSED DUE TO FLASH FLOODING.

&&

EVENT NUMBER ALY1300319 ALY1300320 ALY1300321 ALY1300322 ALY1300323
ALY1300326 ALY1300325 ALY1300324

$$
HOUSES UNDER WATER DUE TO FLASH FLOODING AT THE INTERSECTION OF FITCH ROAD AND NY 9P.

ROUTE 5 BY RIVER ROAD WASHED OUT